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of the necessity of giving them. That teaching was so
painful to him, as Ostwald justly observes, lay in the
" necessity of pronouncing definite scientific results in his
lectures without having previously established and elabor-
ated every detail of the text To be obliged to com-
municate his results to others without such elaboration
may have felt to him as though he were exhibiting himself
before strangers in his night-shirt" (p, 380). With this
observation Ostwald touches a very essential point, namely
the above-mentioned disinclination of the introvert, for any
part of himself, other than quite impersonal communica-
tions, to reach the surrounding world.
Ostwald emphasizes the fact that, as a rule, the romantic
is compelled to bring his career to a close at a compara-
tively early stage on account of increasing exhaustion,
He is also disposed to attribute this fact to his greater
reactive rapidity. Since this concept of mental reactive
rapidity is, in my view, still remote from the region of
scientific fact, and since no proof is, as yet, forthcoming,
neither is it susceptible of proof that the external reaction
takes place more rapidly than the internal, it seems to me
that the earlier exhaustion of the extraverted discoverer
must be essentially related to the external reaction peculiar
to his type. He begins to publish very early, becomes
rapidly famous, and soon develops an intensive activity,
both academically and as a publicist; he cultivates personal
relationships among a very wide circle of friends and
acquaintances and, in addition to all this, he takes an
unusual interest in the development of his pupils. The
introverted pioneer begins to publish later; his works
succeed one another at longer intervals, and are mostly
sparing in expression ; repetitions of a theme are avoided'
except where something entirely new can be brought
: into them. The pithy and laconic style of his scientific
communications, which frequently omit all information

